Prediction the Manning’s Coefficient by HEC-RAS for Al-Meshkab River
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Abstract

The Manning's coefficient represents the roughness characteristics of the channel, which directly affects open channel calculations. In this study, it been calculated which estimation of Manning’s coefficient (n) by some of the collected data. The remaining data is utilized for check of the model testing with actual data, which is called verification. The model was adopted by a one-dimensional mathematical by using the HEC-RAS program. The region was studied at the upstream of the Al-Meshkab Barrage, where data were collected in 2010. The coefficient of Manning's roughness (n) is given well agreement between computed data and observed data at n equal to (0.031) for Al-Meshkab River.
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1. Introduction

In open channels flow, all hydraulic computations required the information about roughness properties of the channel. Also, it is mainly key to successfully predicting water flow in open channel networks. Al-Meshkab River extends for a distance of about (6 km) in a rural agricultural area which contain many villages, as shown in Fig. (1). It are located at both sides the river. The mainly river go over through alluvial zone with favorable conditions of climate. The detailed of hydrodynamics for the river are not available. Hardly determination coefficient of roughness (n) in natural channels. This main reason, setting the hydraulic river model. (Chow, 1959) was mentioned the factors affecting the roughness coefficient.

(Fenton, 2002); the value of (n) is (0.025) for natural irrigation channels. For earth channels; (Gupta, 2007) reported ranges with (0.022 to 0.033). Past studies for natural Iraqi rivers flow pointed the Manning’s value (n) that may differ between (0.025-0.04) [Jabaar, (1985)] [Quoted in: Shaker (1985) cited by Hameed, (2011)]. For the beginning, the numerical calculation is selected by HEC-RAS software.

2. The Modeling in HEC-RAS Software

The US Army Corps of Engineers were developed the Hydrologic Engineering Center River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) program (Stevenson et al, 2009). That program is used for long time to one-dimensional simulations of flow in river (Kalaba, 2014). The program is a professional and simple for one-dimensional computations, the HEC-RAS considered as a good tool for the model hydraulic to setup hydrology calculations. Widely, it utilized for calculations of profile water surface in case of one-dimensional for unsteady and steady flow river. As well as, it components numerical calculations for one-dimensional sediment transport (HEC-RAS, 2010). Fig. (2) represent main windows to menu HEC-RAS model.

To make a mathematical model in the HEC-RAS program, the scheme reach of river is brought from google maps loaded in the editor of geometric data in HEC-RAS, Fig.(3). A path diagram must represented the shape of the river. The path must be started from the upstream to the downstream of flow. The river sections represented by elevation and station points, sub-reach lengths and main channel bank stations along the whole river system to represent the path reach (24 sections). The information required shown on editor for data cross-section as in Fig. (4).
3. Calibration and Verification Processes For the AL-Meshkab HEC-RAS

In this study, the data of cross sections collected by (Addab, 2011). Which divided into two sets; the first one is used for calibration purpose; i.e. estimation of (n) and the rest for verification.

The boundary condition for steady flow model consists of normal depth with slope \((0.78 \times 10^{-4})\), Fig. (5). The observed discharge range from (66.1-95.6) is used as steady flow data. The observed stage profile as shown in Fig. (6) is used to compared with measured data.

In this model of simulation, for AL-Meshkab River the values of Manning’s roughness coefficient are assumed between from 0.021 to 0.043. The model Results with these values of Manning coefficient a closer agreement obtained with \((n=0.031)\) value as shown in Figs (7) and (8).

4. Statistical Test for the Result of Calibration

Verify of the calibration process must be used a statistical test with the observed data. In this study is used the root-mean-square (R.M.S.) test. The table no. (1) shows the calibration results of the statistical test; the values of (R.M.S.). These values are compared results between the computed and observed stage.
Verification process is a fundamental for any simulation model, which applied through another cross section as shown in Fig. (9) using the value (n = 0.031) obtained from calibration process. The model of verification made by a comparison between the computed and observed data. The process of verification results display the Manning's value of (0.031) reasonably makes data nearer to the observed data as shown in Fig. (10). The result (R.M.S.) for stage is 0.093. Analysis of results shows acceptable this model.

![Fig. 9: observed stage for verification process](image1)

![Fig. 10: Computed and observed stage (n=0.031)](image2)

5. Conclusion

Calibration procedure is used to predict Manning’s coefficient (n) by HEC-RAS program for the upstream of Al-Meshkab Barrage reach. The suitable Manning’s value is (0.031), it record an acceptable agreement between observed and computed stage profile.
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